
Business Challenge

The Bon-Ton Stores Inc., sought to replace its legacy TMS solution 
for managing inbound transportation.  The desired solution 
had to optimize and manage all modes of transportation (IM, 
TL, LTL, Consolidator, and Parcel) to multiple US distribution 
centers.   The retailer was particularly interested in a solution 
that could offer flexibility in the tendering process, dashboards, 
push/pull reporting, automation of processes, and the ability to 
support non-merchandise shipments as well as integrate store 
delivery.    

One of the biggest obstacles was replacing a piece of 
“middleware” within the retailer’s legacy TMS used to initiate 
receiving in Bon-Ton’s Warehouse Management System.  The 
middleware created unique shipment registration numbers, 
supported reconciliation of bills of lading (expected) against 
vendor portal entries (planned), fed information to WMS, and 
was updated by reconciliation of actual carton counts from 
WMS.   Although it operated outside the TMS, the middleware 
was essential to Bon-Ton’s ability to manage receiving, vendor 
compliance, and exception reporting.   

The former solution, lacked efficient system capability 
when it came to the generation and analysis of reports from 
data stored in different tables.  Bon-Ton sought to improve 
actionable reporting on critical receiving and inbound logistics 
data such as carrier performance and tender acceptance.  
System Users were limited to fragmented shipment views after 
shipments were picked up and in transit, Bon-Ton’s Logistics 
Department decided that a more robust system was required in 
order to achieve shipment-level visibility. 

Reporting was laborious and inconsistent due to fragmented 
databases.   Many final reports were a combination of several 
database reports that were derived outside of the standardized 
framework of their TMS solution.  Bon-Ton knew there was 
value to be captured through standardizing, centralizing and 
strengthening compliance with business rules.   
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Challenge

• Outdated legacy system for inbound logistics
• Levels of process automation not meeting expectations
• Inefficient middleware impeding visibility
• Reporting data stored across several applications
• Limited shipment-level visibility
• Full cycle EDI not available for all modes

solution

• UltraShipTMS CORE implemented
• Middleware replaced by UltraShip
• WMS integration with UltraShipTMS
• EDI extended to cover entire network
• Web portals configured for vendors, carriers, and DCs
• Non EDI carriers managed within TMS
• Emailing manifests to/from consolidators eliminated
• Automated “planned vs. expected vs. actual” reporting
• User dashboards improved status updates/scorecards
• Integration with Bon-Ton’s financial processing system

results

• Tendering automation surpassing 90%
• Centralized data improved shipment visibility in the  

supply chain
• More accurate ETAs for all over the road (OTR) moves. 
• Greatly improved consolidation carrier efficiencies
• Reduced transit time from consolidation to DCs
• Improved internal freight receiving controls. 
• High levels of satisfaction with the ease and use of 

the platform
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Lastly, the former solution could not provide Bon-Ton with full 
lifecycle EDI access across all modes of transport being used by 
the retailer – particularly consolidation.  The EDI shortcomings 
presented additional efficiency challenges to Bon-Ton’s 
transportation management program.    

the solution

The UltraShipTMS CORE platform was selected by Bon-Ton Stores 
to replace the legacy system and middleware. UltraShipTMS 
accommodated Bon-Ton’s requirements with respect to standard 
TMS functionality, the ability to support non-merchandise 
shipments and future integration of store delivery.    

UltraShipTMS also integrated with Bon-Ton’s existing WMS system, 
specifically to expedite replacement of the middleware.  WMS 
integration, coupled with Ultra’s robust EDI capabilities, online 
vendor portals and reporting functions yielded a truly automated 
and efficient solution to Bon-Ton’s challenges; particularly 
the reconciliation of planned, expected and actual shipment 
contents moved by consolidators.  The new solution eliminated 
the emailing of manifest information between consolidators and 
Bon-Ton transportation users.  Instead, UltraShipTMS delivered 
the following, automated workflow supporting “planned vs. 
expected vs. actual reporting” in real time.

1. Vendors transmit or manually enter the planned 
shipment information through the vendor portal 
into the TMS where loads are tendered to carriers 
(including consolidation carriers) according to Bon-
Ton’s business rules.  

2. Upon tender acceptance the data detailing the expected 
contents of the shipment is replicated from the “planned” 
data in the TMS for all non-consolidated loads.  For 
consolidated loads, the “expected” data is updated by the 
consolidator via EDI 212 once the consolidated shipment 
has been built and its contents have been verified.

3. Upon arrival at the DC, BonTon associates review manifest 
information in TMS, compare it to the shipping docs, then 
release manifest contents to WMS for production.  Actuals 
are sent back to TMS to reconcile shipments and support 
compliance and OS&D.  

All the data is centrally recorded in the TMS and supports reporting 
using the visualizations feature of UltraShip’s reporting tools. 

UltraShipTMS delivered robust user dashboards populated 
with data from a central repository.  UltraShipTMS dashboards 
leveraged the newly centralized pool of data to produce status 
updates, scorecards as well as incisive carrier and vendor 
performance metrics including “planned versus actual” shipment 
manifest information (ASN).  The improved visibility was put 
to work immediately in the generation of inbound forecasting 
reports supporting improved strategic planning of DC labor.    

Web Portals are configured to provide permission-controlled 
access to centralized shipping and transportation data to all 
stakeholders including vendors, carriers, and distribution centers.  
The carrier portion of the portal is a significant benefit to Bon-
Ton’s non-EDI compliant carriers ensuring all activity is managed 
inside the TMS environment.  Additionally, the UltraShip solution 
supports EDI 212 transactions which automated the manifest, line 
haul and tendering process for consolidation. 

UltraShip was also integrated with Bon-Ton’s financial processing 
systems for efficient freight payment and auditing.
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the results

Tendering automation reached 90% in the earliest days after 
solution go-live.

Centralized vendor, carrier, and shipment data has improved 
shipment visibility in the supply chain and reporting capabilities.

Bon-Ton reports UltraShipTMS is delivering more accurate ETAs 
for all over the road (OTR) moves.  

Manifesting and EDI capability has improved consolidation 
carrier efficiencies, has helped to reduce transit time from 
consolidation to DCs and has improved internal freight receiving 
controls.  

Bon-Ton Transportation’s internal and external customers report 
high levels of satisfaction with the ease and use of the platform.

UltraShipTMS is a respected provider of supply chain management technologies, services and consultation, helping Fortune 1000 
organizations optimize and transform their transportation networks from opaque and rigid cost centers to strategic and responsive value 
drivers. UltraShipTMS provides a single-source solution for optimization, transportation and settlement for in- and out-bound shipping 
across all modes of transport. Delivered in the flexible, affordable Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) model, the UltraShipTMS suite offers proven 
tools for reengineering supply chain processes while unlocking complete transportation network visibility, improved collaboration and 
accountability. Built and supported by the same team of transportation industry veterans and software developers, UltraShipTMS is an 
emerging leader in the supply chain management industry.

Visit us online: www.UltraShipTMS.com      Call us toll-free: 1-800-731-7512
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